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The notion of an excellent quadratic form has been introduced by M. Knebusch
 .Proc. London Math. Soc. 33, 1976, 65]93; 34, 1977, 1]31 . It has an obvious
analogue for a semisimple linear algebraic group G over an arbitrary field k: the
group G is excellent if, for any field extension K of k, the anisotropic kernel of the
K-group G = K can be defined by a k-group. The aim of this paper is tok
investigate excellence properties of special linear and orthogonal groups.
Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Not much is known about anisotropic semisimple linear algebraic groups
over arbitrary fields. In order to reduce this gap of knowledge we study an
important class of semisimple groups which we call excellent algebraic
groups.
If k is any field, a semisimple k-group G is excellent, if, for any field
extension K of k, there exists an algebraic group H over k such that
H = K is the anisotropic kernel of the K-group G = K.k k
A corresponding notion for quadratic forms was introduced by M.
w xKnebusch 11, 7.14, p. 6 . A regular quadratic form q over k is excellent if,
for any field extension K of k, there exists a form h over k such that
h m K is the anisotropic kernel of the quadratic form q [ q m K.k K k
The notion of excellence also has an obvious analogue for an Azumaya
 . algebra A over k cf. Definition 1.1 below . It is proved here Theorem
.1.10 and Theorem 1.6 that the following three statements are equivalent:
 .  .  .  .i A is excellent. ii The special linear group G s SL A is excellent. iii1
The index of A is squarefree. We like to emphasize that the squarefreeness
of the index is a crucial condition for several algebraic properties of
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Azumaya algebras related to rationality questions discussed in the past and
w xrecently, cf. 23, 15, 19, 20, 13, 4 .
wUsing the index reduction formula of Schofield and van den Bergh 17,
xTheorem 1.3 , we obtain in Corollary 1.7 that an Azumaya algebra is
excellent if and only if its index and its exponent coincide over every field
extension of k.
In Section 2, the notion of excellence for the special orthogonal group of
a regular quadratic form over a field k of characteristic /2 is discussed.
We prove in Theorem 2.2 that the projective quadrics of two regular forms
over k are isomorphic if and only if their corresponding special orthogonal
w xgroups are isomorphic as k-groups. This and the generic splitting theory 8
yield in Theorem 2.5 a necessary and sufficient criterion for the special
orthogonal group of a regular form q to be excellent. It shows that the
class of quadratic forms which give rise to excellent groups is bigger than
the class of excellent forms in the sense of Knebusch. There are non-
excellent quadratic forms which have excellent orthogonal groups. For
w xexample, the so-called ``good forms'' as introduced by Fitzgerald 5 have
an excellent special orthogonal group, but are not always excellent cf.
.Example 2.7 below . On the other hand, if q is excellent, then G also is
excellent. It would be interesting to get an overview about the class of
quadratic forms described in Theorem 2.5.
w xKnebusch 10 introduced a generic splitting tower k s F ; F ; ??? ;0 1
wF of a non-split quadratic form q over k and proved in 11, Theoremh
x7.14 , that an anisotropic quadratic form q over k is excellent if and only if
there is a quadratic form h over k such that h m F is the anisotropici i k i
kernel of q m F for all i s 1, . . . , h. We prove analogous statements fork i
 .the special orthogonal group G s SO q and for the special linear group
 .G s SL A in Corollary 2.4, Lemma 1.9, and Theorem 1.10 below.1
We thank D. Hoffmann, O. Izhboldin, and J-P. Serre for useful com-
ments given on the occasion of the conference on ``Linear Algebraic
Groups and Related Structure'' at Louvain-la-Neuve, 1996.
1. AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS AND EXCELLENT GROUPS
OF TYPE 1A n
An Azumaya algebra A over k is a finite dimensional central simple
k-algebra, and, by Wedderburn's theorem, there is a unique integer
m G 1 and a central division algebra D over k which is unique up to
 .  .k-isomorphism such that A , M D , where M D denotes the fullm m
matrix ring of m by m matrices over D. The index of A is defined by
ind A s dim D , and the exponent exp A of A is the order of the’ k
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w x  .equivalence class A in the Brauer group Br k . It is known that exp A
wdivides ind A and that every prime divisor of ind A divides exp A, cf. 16,
x14.4, Proposition b, p. 261 .
We write Am for the m-fold tensor product A m ??? m A and setk k
0 op w op x w xy1A s k. Let A be the opposite algebra of A so that A s A in
 . w x w x  4Br k . We write A ; A9 if A s A9 and set K* s K _ 0 for any
field K.
1.1. DEFINITION. An Azumaya algebra A over k is said to be excellent
if for any field K = k, there is a k-algebra C such that C m K is thek
underlying central division K-algebra of A m K.k
If A is excellent and D is the underlying central division algebra of
A m K then there is a canonical way to find a k-algebra C such thatk
D , C m K as follows from Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 below.k
1.2. LEMMA. Let A be an Azumaya algebra o¨er k, let K be a field
extension of k, and let D be the underlying central di¨ ision algebra of A m K.k
Then the following two statements are equi¨ alent.
 .i There is a k-algebra C such that C m K , D.k
 .ii There is an Azumaya algebra B o¨er k such that B m K is split andk
 .  .ind A m K s ind A m B .k k
 .  . opProof. i implies ii . Define B [ A m C.k
op  op . opThen B m K , A m C m K , A m K m D ; D m D isk k k k K K
 .  .split over K, and ind A m B s ind C s ind D s ind A m K .k k
 .  .ii implies i . Let C denote the underlying central division algebra of
 .  .A m B over k. Then ind C s ind A m B s ind A m K s ind D. Sincek k k
B m K is split, the three K-algebras C m K, A m B m K, and A m Kk k k k k
are equivalent in the Brauer group of K and represented by the central
division algebra D, hence C m K , D.k
Let F be the function field of the Severi]Brauer variety of an Azumaya
w xalgebra B over k. In 1, 9.3 , Amitsur showed that the kernel of the
 .  .canonical homomorphism Br k ª Br F is cyclic generated by the class
w xB . The following lemma is an easy consequence of this result and the
w xindex reduction formula of Schofieldrvan den Bergh 17, Theorem 1.3 .
1.3. LEMMA. Let A be an Azumaya algebra o¨er k of exponent e and
index d with prime power decomposition d s  p¨ pd.. For any di¨ isor d of d
let F d . denote the function field of the Se¨eri]Brauer ¨ariety of Ad. Then
exp A m F d . s gcd e, d and ind A m F d . s p¨ pd. . . .  . k k
pNd
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 d ..In particular, we ha¨e ind A m F s ind A if and only if d is di¨ isible byk
any prime di¨ isor of d.
d . d d .  d ..dProof. Since F ; A m F ; A m F it follows that r [k k
 d ..  . rexp A m F divides d , and hence r divides d 9 [ gcd e, d . Since Ak
d . w r x w d xi wsplits over F there is an integer i such that A s A , cf. 1, 9.3,
x  d ..p. 34 . Thus r ' d i mod e, and d 9 divides r. Hence exp A m F sk
 .gcd e, d .
Since every prime divisor of the index of a central simple algebra is also
a divisor of its exponent it follows from the above that p divides ind A mk
d ..  .F if and only if it divides gcd e, d , which holds if and only if p divides
¨ pd.  d ..d . Hence we have to show that p N ind A m F for every such p.k
 .There is a finite separable field extension L of k such that ind A m L sk
¨ pd.  w x. d .p cf. 16, 14.4 Lemma b, p. 260 . Since k is algebraically closed in F
we may replace L by k and assume ind A s p¨ pd.. The index reduction
w x dformula 17, Theorem 1.3, p. 733 implies that for l s ind A
ind A m F d . s min ind A m Ad i s min ind A1qd i . 4 . 4 .  .k k
is1, . . . , l is1, . . . , l
For p dividing d the latter is equal to ind A s p¨ pd . for every i, since
1 q d i is coprime to p for every i.
1.4. Remark. Lemma 1.3 yields examples of so-called anisotropic
splitting of an Azumaya algebra A: Assume that ind A is not squarefree.
Let d denote the product of all prime divisors of ind A, and assume
 d ..that d is a proper divisor of exp A. Then ind A m F s ind A andk
 d .. d .exp A m F s d . Hence field extension by F keeps the index invari-k
ant, while the exponent goes down.
For an Azumaya algebra A and any divisor d of ind A, there is a
 .  wgeneric partial splitting field F of A such that ind A m F s d cf. 2,d k d
x.Theorem 3, p. 104 . Hence scalar extension by F brings the index down tod
d , while extension by F d . keeps the index at its highest possible value, as
follows from Lemma 1.3.
 .  .  .The kernel Br F rk of the homomorphism Br k ª Br F is cyclicd d
d w xand generated by the class of A by 2, Theorem 7, p. 115 .
1.5. LEMMA. Let A , A be central di¨ ision algebras o¨er k with coprime« d
indices « , d , and let A [ A m A . For any field extension K of k with« k d
 .d s ind A m K , the underlying central di¨ ision algebra of A m K is iso-k k
morphic to A m K.d k
For K s F , the following uniqueness statement holds: Any k-algebra Cd
satisfying C m F , A m F is isomorphic to A .k d d k d d
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 .  .  .Proof. We have d s ind A m K s ind A m K ind A m K sk « k d k
 .ind A m K , since « , d are coprime, hence A m K is a division alge-d k d k
bra. By assumption, A m Cop is split by F . Hence A m Cop ; Ad j ford k d d k
w x d jsome integer j by 2, Theorem 7, p. 115 . This yields A ; C m A ;d k
C m Ad j m Ad j ; C m Ad j. Since d s ind C and ind Ad j are coprime,k « k d k « «
d jwe conclude that A splits over k, and A , C« d
1.6. THEOREM. An Azumaya algebra A o¨er k is excellent if and only if its
index is squarefree.
Proof. We may assume that A is a central division algebra.
Let i [ ind A be squarefree, and let K be a field extension of k. Set
 .d s ind A m K and « s ird . Then « and d are coprime, and A sk
 w x.A m A cf. 16, Primary Decomposition Theorem p. 260 . Thus we can« k d
apply Lemma 1.5.
Let now i be not squarefree. Then, by Lemma 1.3, there is a field
d .  d ..extension F of k such that exp A m F is a proper divisor ofk
 d .. d .ind A m F . Since it suffices to show that A m F is not excellentk k
we may replace k by F d ., hence e [ exp A is a proper divisor of i. We
 .  .have ind A m F s e. The kernel Br F rk of the homomorphismk e e
 .  . e wBr k ª Br F is cyclic and generated by the class of A by 2, Theoreme
x  .7, p. 115 , hence Br F rk is trivial, which means that every Azumayae
 .algebra over k which is split by F is trivial. Since ind A m F s e / i ite k e
follows from Lemma 1.2 that A is not excellent.
1.7. COROLLARY. An Azumaya algebra o¨er k is excellent if and only if
o¨er e¨ery field extension of k its index and its exponent are equal.
Proof. Let A be excellent. Since every prime divisor of the index of a
central simple algebra divides its exponent it follows from Theorem 1.6
 .  .that ind A m K s exp A m K for every field extension K of k.k k
< <Let d s  p with d s ind A. Then d e d. Thus LemmapN d
 d ..  d ..1.3 implies that ind A m F s ind A and exp A m F s d . Ifk k
d . d . .  .ind A m F s exp A m F then ind A s d is squarefree.k k
We say that a field k9 = k is a k-specialization of a field L = k if there
 4is a k-place L ª k9 j ` . If A m L is excellent then so is A m k9 fork k
wevery k-specialization k9 of L as follows from Theorem 1.6 and 8, 4.2,
xp. 53 . Moreover, there is a divisor d of ind A such that F has thed
following universal property.
1.8. COROLLARY. Let A be an Azumaya algebra o¨er k and let ind A s
pe1 ??? per be the prime number decomposition of its index. If d s p ??? p1 r 1 r
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then A m F is excellent and for any field extension K of k the followingk d
statements are equi¨ alent.
 .i A m K is excellent.k
 .ii K is a k-specialization of F .d
w x  .Proof. It follows from 8, 4.2, p. 53 and 4.8, p. 55 that ind A m F s dk d
 .and that every field extension K of k with ind A m K dividing d is ak
k-specialization of F . Conversely, if K is a k-specialization of a fieldd
 .  .  w x.extension L of k then ind A m K divides ind A m L cf. 8, 4.2 . Thusk k
Corollary 1.8 follows from Theorem 1.6.
1.9. LEMMA. Let A be an Azumaya algebra o¨er k. Then A is excellent if
and only if there is a k-algebra C such that C m F is the underlying centrald d k d
di¨ ision algebra of A m F for e¨ery di¨ isor d of ind A.k d
Proof. If A is excellent then certainly the condition stated is true
by Definition 1.1. Suppose K is a field extension of k such that d [
 .ind A m K is a proper divisor of ind A. We have to show that there is ak
 .k-algebra C and an integer r ) 0 such that A m K , M C m K andk r k
C m K is a division algebra.k
w x  .  .It follows from 8, 4.2 and 4.8 that ind A m F s ind A m K andk d k
 4that there is a k-place w : F ª K j ` . Set F [ F . Let R be thed d
 .  .valuation ring of w. Then the canonical homomorphism Br R ª Br F ,
 .  .B ¬ B m F, is injective, where Br R and Br F are the Brauer groups ofR
w xR and F, respectively 18, Lemma 1.2 . By assumption, there is a k-algebra
 .C and an integer r ) 0 such that A m F , M C m F and C m F is ak r k k
central division algebra. Since we have canonical F-algebra isomorphisms
A m R m F , A m F , M C m F .  .k R k r k
, M C m R m F , M C m R m F , .  .r k R r k R
 .it follows that A m R and M C m R represent the same equivalencek r k
 .  .class in Br R and that the R-ranks of A m R and M C m R coincide.k r k
 .Since R is a local ring, equivalence in Br R means that there are integers
m, n ) 0 such that
A m R m M R , M C m R m M R , .  .  .  .k R m r k R n
and for rank reasons we must have m s n. By the cancellation property
for Azumaya algebras over semilocal rings it follows that A m R ,k
 .  w x.M C m R cf. 7, Chap. III, Proposition 5.2.3, p. 144 . Viewing K as anr k
R-algebra via w we obtain K-algebra isomorphisms
A m K , A m R m K , M C m R m K .k k R r k R
, M C m R m K , M C m K . .  .r k R r k
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 .This implies that C m K is a division algebra since ind A m F sk k
 .ind A m K .k
1.10. THEOREM. An Azumaya algebra A o¨er k is excellent if and only if
 .the special linear group SL A is excellent.1
 .Proof. Let G s SL A . The absolute Dynkin diagram of G is given by1
o o ??? o ,
a a a1 2 n
 4where D s a , . . . , a is a system of simple roots of G. Here n is such1 n
 .that A m k9 , M k9 for a splitting field k9 of A.k nq1
Let K be an arbitrary field extension of k. Then there is a central
 .division algebra D over K such that A m K , M D wherek rq1
 .  .d r q 1 s n q 1 for d s ind D. The anisotropic kernel G of G isK an K
 .  .  .given by G , SL D = ??? = SL D with r q 1 factors and it hasK an 1 K K 1
an absolute Dynkin diagram
o ??? o o ??? o ??? o ??? o . ) .
a a a a a a1 dy1 dq1 2dy1 nydq1 n
 .  .If C is a k-algebra such that D , C m K then SL D , SL C = K,k 1 1 k
 .   .  ..hence G , SL C = ??? = SL C = K. It follows that G is ex-K an 1 k k 1 k
cellent if A is so.
Conversely, assume that G is excellent. Let d be a divisor of ind A and
 .K s F . There is a k-group H such that G , H = K. Since G is ofd K an k
w xinner type, k is algebraically closed in K by 8, 3.16 . This forces that H is
of inner type, since each field extension k9 of k such that H = k9 is ofk
w  .xinner type contains a finite Galois extension k of k by 8, 3.5 ii . Itinn
 .  .follows that G and H have the same absolute Dynkin diagram )K an
whose set of vertices we denote be D9. Let K be an algebraic closure of K
  ..and let G9 , SL D be the first factor of H corresponding to1 K K
 4  4a , . . . , a . There is a parabolic subgroup P of H of type D9 _ a1 dy1 K 1
 4and a parabolic subgroup P9 of G9 of type a , . . . , a such that2 dy1
P l G9 s P9 and H s G9 ? P. We therefore obtain an isomorphism ofK
K-varieties H rP , G9rP9. Since H is a k-group of inner type there is aK
unique k-variety V such that H rQ , V = k9 for any field extension k9k 9 k
 4  wof k and any parabolic subgroup Q of H of type D9 _ a cf. 8, 3.4, 3.7,k 9 1
x.  .p. 43f , in particular, H rP , V = K. Similarly, since SL D is a K-groupK k 1
of inner type, there is a unique K-variety V 9 such that G9rP9 , V 9 = K.K
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This implies that there is an isomorphism of K-varieties V 9 , V = K.k
 wThe K-variety V 9 is the Severi]Brauer variety of D cf. 8, 4.7 and 4.10,
x.p. 55f , hence V is a Severi]Brauer variety over k. It follows that there is
an Azumaya algebra C over k such that D , C m K. Thus A is excellentk
by Lemma 1.9.
2. QUADRATIC FORMS AND EXCELLENT SPECIAL
ORTHOGONAL GROUPS
 .Let k be an infinite field with char k / 2 and let M, q be a regular
quadratic k-space of dimension m G 3, hence M is an m-dimensional
k-vector space and q is a quadratic form with non-degenerate associated
 .  .  .  .  .bilinear form , such that q x q y s q x q q y q x, y holds for all
 .  .x, y g M. The discriminant d q of M, q is defined to be the square class
 .w m r2x  . . 2 2   4y1 det u , u k* g k*rk* . Here u , . . . , u denotes ai j i, js1, . . . , m 1 m
.k-basis of M. We have a Witt decomposition of M into mutually ortho-
gonal subspaces.
M s H H ??? H H H M ,1 r an
 .where H is a hyperbolic plane for i s 1, . . . , r and M , q with q [i an an an
<  .q is a maximal anisotropic subspace of M, q which is unique up toMan
 .k-isometry and is called an anisotropic kernel of the quadratic space M, q .
 .The integer r G 0 is the Witt index of M, q , and we have m s 2 r q
 .  .  .dim M and d q s d q . We will write i q for the Witt index of qk an an
and q for the form q m K in case K is a field extension of k.K k
 .Let G [ SO q be the special orthogonal group of q. Then the k-
 .  .   .  .rational points G k of G are given by G k s g g SL M N q gx s
 . 4q x ; x g M .
 .The k-rational points of G , SO q are given byan an
< rG k s g g G k N gM : M and g s id , 4 .  . Han an an
where H r s H H ??? H H is the hyperbolic part of M.1 r
Using the definitions from the Introduction we observe that excellent
 .quadratic forms q have excellent orthogonal groups SO q . But the
converse is not always true. This follows from Example 2.7 below.
2.1. LEMMA. Let M be a k-¨ ector space and let q, q9: M ª k be regular
 .  .quadratic forms with bilinear forms ?, ? and ?, ? 9, respecti¨ ely. Assume
that, for e¨ery quadratic field extension L of k and e¨ery x g M , we ha¨eL
 . X  .  .q x s 0 if and only if q x s 0. Then we ha¨e x, y s 0 if and only ifL L
 .x, y 9 s 0 for all x, y g M.
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The lemma says, in other words: If the notion of isotropy for q and q9 is
the same for all quadratic field extensions of k, then the notion of
orthogonality is the same for both forms.
Proof. Let x, y g M. If x, y are linearly dependent, then we may
 .  .assume that y s l x for some l g k. We then have x, y s 2lq x and
 .  .x, y 9 s 2lq9 x and we are done in this case.
Hence we may assume that W [ kx [ ky is a plane. Let L be a
<quadratic extension of k such that q is isotropic. Let e, f g W be aWL LL
hyperbolic pair for q . We then have, by our assumption, the formulasL
q e s 0 s qX e , q f s 0 s qX f , e, f s 1, .  .  .  .  .L L L L
e, f 9 s g for some g g L*. .
If we write x s j e q h f and y s j e q h f with j , j , h , h g L wex x y y x y x y
 .  . . y1 . . y1 .obtain x, y s j h q j h e, f s g j h q j h e, f 9 s g x, y 9x y y x x y y x
and our claim follows. In fact, the computation shows that g is necessarily
in k*, but we do not need that here.
2.2. THEOREM. Let q and q9 be regular quadratic forms o¨er k of
dimensions G3. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .i SO q and SO q9 are isomorphic as k-groups.
 .ii The projecti¨ e quadrics defined by q and q9 are isomorphic as
k-¨ arieties.
 .iii q and q9 are similar o¨er k, that is, there is a g g k* such that
q , g q9.
 .  .Proof. i implies ii . Any k-isomorphism between the semisimple
 .  .groups G [ SO q and G9 [ SO q9 preserves the notion of parabolic
 w x.subgroups and their types. The quadric of q is the unique cf. 8, 3.7, p. 44
k-variety Q such that, for every field extension L of k with q isotropic,q L
 .  .we have Q , SO rP, where P ; G is the stabilizer of someq L q L L
isotropic line of q . The type of the parabolic subgroup P of G is definedL L
 w x.by this description cf. 8, Sect. 5, p. 56ff . If P9 ; G9 denotes the image of
P under some k-isomorphism G ª G9 we obtain for the quadric Q of q9q9
 . Xthe L-isomorphism Q , G rP9 , G rP. The uniqueness statementq9 L L L
w xin 8, 3.7, p. 44 asserts that Q , Q over k.q q9
 .  .ii implies iii . The dimension of the quadric of q is dim q y 2, hence
we may assume that q and q9 are defined on the same k-vector space M.
Since the quadrics of q and q9 are k-isomorphic there is an element
 .  .u g GL k such that q9(u and q vanish, for every field extension LM L L
of k, on the same points x g M .L
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 .Let e , . . . , e be an orthogonal basis of M, q . Then, by Lemma 2.1, it1 m
 .is an orthogonal basis for M, q9 as well.
 . X  . XLet a [ q e and a [ q9 e and define g [ a ra . Let i be maxi-i i i i 1 1
mal such that g ' a ra X mod k*2. If i s m we are done. Assume i - m,i i
and let W [ ke H ke . The forms q and qX are either both isotropici iq1 W W
or both anisotropic. By the assumption on i we have
< 2 X X 2 <d [ d q s ya a k* / ya a k* s d q9 \ d9 ) . .  .W Wi iq1 i iq1
< <hence q , q9 both have to be anisotropic, and therefore both discrimi-W W
’  < .  < .nants are not trivial. But, for L s k d , both forms q , q9W WL L
X X 2 ’are isotropic, hence ya a g L* so that k d9 s L and there-i iq1
X X 2  .fore ya a ' ya a mod k* contradicting ) . Hence i s m andi iq1 i iq1
 .  .  .iii follows. Trivially iii implies i .
w x  4Define n [ mr2 where m is the dimension of M. Let D s a , . . . , a1 n
denote the set of vertices of the Dynkin diagram of G where k is ank
 4algebraic closure of k. Then define for i g 1, . . . , n y 1 the following
subset Q of D:i
 4D _ a if G is of inner type or i F n y 2;i
Q [i   4D _ a , a if G is of outer type and i s n y 1.ny1 n
 4For i g 1, . . . , n y 1 let F [ F be the generic Q -splitting field of q asi Q iiw x  .introduced in 8, Sects. 3 and 5 . Then q has Witt index i q G i, andF Fi i
 .every field extension L of k satisfying i q G i is a k-specialization of F .L i
 .  .Moreover, if there is a field K > k with index i q s i, then i q s i byK Fiw x8, 5.9 .
 .2.3. THEOREM. Let G s SO q and K be a field extension of k. Let
 .  .F [ F be a generic Q -splitting field of q such that i q s i q s i. Ifi i F K
 .G , H = F for some k-group H, then there is an isotropic quadraticF an k
 .  .form t o¨er k, such that H , SO t and G , H = K.K an k
 .Proof. We first show that H , SO t for some anisotropic quadratic
form t over k. If dim q is odd, then this is clearly true since H is of
Dynkin type B . Let now dim q be even. Let k be the separable closuren s
 .of k contained in k and let G s Gal k rk be its Galois group. Then theres
U G  . w xis a homomorphism b : C ª Br k defined by Tits 22, Sect. 3, p. 202ffG s
U Ä Äwhere C is the dual of the center C of G , and where G denotes as s k s
simply connected covering of G. We have b = F s b = F. Since H isG k H k
 .of Dynkin type D we have H , SU D, h for some division k-algebra Dn
w x wand some hermitean form h over D 21, p. 56f . It follows from 22, 6.2,
x  .  .  .p. 212 that D m F is trivial in Br F . The kernel of Br k ª Br F wask
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w xcomputed by Merkurjev and Tignol 14, Corollary 2.11, p. 43f . From this
 .we obtain that D s k, hence H , SO t for some anisotropic quadratic
form t over k.
w x  4By 8, 5.3, p. 59 , there is a k-place w : F ª K j ` . Let O denote the
valuation ring of w with maximal ideal m. Since the canonical homomor-
 .  .  w x.phism of Witt rings W O ª W F is injective cf. 9, p. 283 it follows
 :  . that q [ q m O , i = 1, y1 H q , hence q s q m K , i =O k O an K O O
 :  . .  .1, y1 H q m K. The Witt cancellation theorem implies q ,O an O K an
 .  .  .q m K, since i q s i q .O an O K F
 . .We are going to show that SO q , H = O. Then the resultO an k
 . .  . .  .will follow since SO q , SO q = K , H = O = K ,K an O an O k O
H = K.k
 .  .Let V [ M m O . Then V [ V m F , M m F . We definek an F O k an
X [ x g V N q x g O 4 .  .F F an
and first show X s V.
We may choose a suitable orthogonal basis e , . . . , e of V such that1 s
 .  .  w x.q e is a unit of O for all i s 1, . . . , s cf. 12, Proposition 6.4, p. 17 .F an i
Thus X = V.
Assume that there is an x g X _ V. Choose x s s l e with l g Fis1 i i i
such that the number t of l 's for which l f O is minimal. By ouri i
assumption we have t G 1 and we may assume that X 2 x s t l eis1 i i
with l g F _ O for all i s 1, . . . , t. Since O is a valuation ring we can
arrange that l O : l O : ??? : l O. Thus l rl g O for all i s 1, . . . , t.1 2 t 1 i
We have ly1 x s e q t l ly1e with ly1 g m and, since e , . . . , e is1 1 is2 i 1 i 1 1 s
 .  y1 .  .  y1 .  .  .an orthogonal basis, q l x y e s q l x y q e g O.F an 1 1 F an 1 F an 1
Thus, by minimality, ly1 x y e g V and l ly1 g O for all i. We have1 1 i 1
shown that « [ l ly1 is a unit in O for all i s 1, . . . , r and ly1 x si i 1 1
t  .  y1 . y2  .  . y1 « e . Since q l x s l q x g m we conclude that l xis1 i i O an 1 1 F an 1
 .  .becomes isotropic in V m Orm. Since Orm : K we obtain q y s 0O K an
 .for some non-zero vector y g M m K , V m K and hence a contra-k an O
diction. Thus X s V.
 .  .Let s : V ª V be an isometry. Then we have q s ¨ sF F F an
 .  .  .q ¨ g O for all ¨ g V. Since X s V this implies that s V : V,F an
 . . .  . . .  .  .hence SO q O s SO q F . Since H k : H O is ZariskiO an O an
 . w x  .  .dense in H F , cf. 3, 18.3, p. 220 , and since H O : H F ,
 . . .  . . .  . .SO q F s SO q O , it follows that SO q , H = O.O an O an O an k
 42.4. COROLLARY. Let I be the set of all integers i g 1, . . . , n y 1 which
 .occur as Witt index of q for some field K > k. Then G s SO q is excellentK
 .  .if and only if there is a quadratic form t o¨er k such that G , SO t =i F an i ki
F for all i g I.i
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 .2.5. THEOREM. Let G s SO q and let I be as in Corollary 2.4. Then the
following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .i G is excellent.
 .ii For e¨ery field extension K of k, there is an element a g K* and a
 .quadratic form t o¨er k such that a q , t .K an K
 . Uiii For each i g I, there is an element a g F and a quadratic form ti
 .o¨er k such that a q , t .F an Fi i
If dim q is odd, then the elements a can be chosen in k*, hence in this case G
is excellent if and only if q is excellent.
 .  .Proof. i implies ii . Let G be excellent and let K be a field extension
 .of k such that i q ) 0. By Theorem 2.3, there is an anisotropic form tK
 . .  .over k such that SO q , SO t . By Theorem 2.2, we obtainK an K
 .  .a q , t for some a g K*. This proves ii .K an K
 .  .  .Trivially ii implies iii , and it follows from Corollary 2.4 that iii
 .implies i .
 .Let now dim q be odd. Then looking at the discriminants d t sK
  . .  .d a q s ad q we observe that, up to a square, a must be in k andK an K
the last statement follows.
2.6. Remark. If dim q is odd, we easily obtain the following uniqueness
 .property: If H = F , G , H9 = F for some k-groups H, H9 andk i F an k ii
some i g I then H , H9.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, there are quadratic forms t , t 9 over k such
 .  .that H , SO t and H9 , SO t 9 . Hence, by Theorem 2.2, there are
U  . Xa, a9 g F such that at , q , a9t . If dim q is odd we find, byi F F an Fi i i
computing discriminants, that, up to squares, a, a9 can be chosen in k*.
 .The collection F , j g I yields a generic splitting tower of q as intro-j
w x w xduced by Knebusch, cf. 8, 5.8, p. 61 . Proposition 7.2 in 11, p. 1 implies
at , a9t 9. This forces H , H9.
w xIn 11, Example 9.11, p. 24 , Knebusch gives an example of an anisotropic
non-excellent quadratic form q of height 2 with leading form defined over
k. For the definition of the height and the leading form of a quadratic
w xform we refer to 10, 5.4, p. 79 and 5.9, p. 82 .
2.7. EXAMPLE. Let q be anisotropic of height 2 with leading form
 .defined over k. Then the special orthogonal group SO q is excellent. If, in
addition, dim q is a 2-power then q is not excellent.
w x  .Proof. If m is odd then q is excellent 11, p. 27 and thus SO q is
 .excellent. Assume that m is even and q is not excellent. Let F s k q
denote the function field of q and let t denote a quadratic form over k
such that t is the leading form of q. Then there is an a g F* such thatF
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 .q , at by the properties of the leading form. Since q has height 2,F an F
Theorem 2.5 implies that G is excellent.
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